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Abstract 
 

Like many female, Netherlandish artists of the Renaissance, Levinia Teerlinc 

(1520-1576) learned painting through an apprenticeship with her father, Simon 

Beninc (1483-1561), a leading Flemish book illuminator.  Teerlinc’s career began with 

an invitation to serve as official court painter in the last decade of Henry VIII (1491-

1547) of England’s reign, following the deaths of her cousins Lucas (1490-1544) and 

Susanna Horenbout (1520-1550).   

About ten years later Elizabeth I became the new Queen of England.  She 

understood the power accompanying the regal portrait from her father’s reign and 

commissioned numerous portraits of her own image.  During Elizabeth’s 

sovereignty, Teerlinc was the only working female artist in England, allowing her 

artistic influence to flourish.  She introduced the portrait miniature to Queen 

Elizabeth I, and consequently enjoyed the patronage of this powerful female 

monarch.  History brought these two women together – both of whom had a keen 

understanding of the role that representation through regal identity could play.   

This thesis will emphasize feminist, socio-political, and historical analyses to 

explore Teerlinc’s portrait miniatures and manuscript illuminations of the Queen 

and the image of the monarch these paintings convey.  I will also compare Teerlinc’s 

images with the self-fashioned, private poetry and public speeches of 



Elizabeth I.  An exploration of the dichotomy between the private and public 

realms assists in the construction of a unified regal identity for the Queen that was 

unique in history and serves to place Teerlinc among other portrait painters working 

in England during the Renaissance period
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Introduction 
 
 

Scholarship on the life and work of Levinia Teerlinc (1520-1576) is fraught 

with controversy.  Like many female Netherlandish artists of the Renaissance, she 

learned to paint through an apprenticeship with her father, Simon Beninc (1483-

1561), a prominent book illuminator and key figure in the Ghent-Bruges school.  

Teerlinc’s career began with an invitation to serve as official court painter to Henry 

VIII (1491-1547).  After his death in 1554, she worked for Edward VI (1547-1553), 

Mary I (1516-1558), and finally Elizabeth I (1533-1603).  During the reign of Queen 

Elizabeth I, Teerlinc’s artistic influence flourished.  No other female artist in history 

enjoyed the patronage of such a powerful female monarch.  Teerlinc was the only 

working female artist in England from 1550 to 1576, and the first artist to introduce 

portrait miniatures to Queen Elizabeth I.  The Queen understood the power of regal 

portraiture used effectively as propaganda during her father’s reign.  Elizabeth, 

following her father’s example, commissioned numerous portraits of her own image.  

Teerlinc, already court painter at this auspicious moment in English history, 

understood the power of regal identity.  She, along with a few court artists 

represented Elizabeth I by removing facial shadows, and initiating the mask of 

youth preferred by the Queen.  Since Teerlinc’s career as court painter to Elizabeth I 

spanned from 1558 to the artist’s death in 1576, this period of Elizabethan portraiture 
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will be the focus of my thesis. 

 Scholars do not agree as to a definitive body of work for Teerlinc, and 

attributions vary.  Works attributed to Teerlinc are scant, as scholars are reluctant to 

attribute anonymous portraits of Elizabeth I to Teerlinc.  Numerous artists produced 

images of the Queen who loved to sit for portraits both private and public.  As best 

can be determined, Teerlinc created nine images of the Queen intended to present 

Elizabeth I as a public monarch.   Four of these are manuscript illuminations, one is a 

great seal of Elizabeth I, and another image is a woodcut of the Queen in her 

coronation robes and vestments.  Since some of Teerlinc’s original works are now 

missing, scholars believe the woodcut and great seal are copies after her original, 

now lost pieces.  Teerlinc’s successor, the English painter, and goldsmith artist 

Nicholas Hilliard (1547-1619), also used the compositional format depicting the 

Queen at her coronation.  Some scholars believe that Teerlinc taught the art of the 

miniature to Hilliard, but this theory is not sound.  The legacy of representing the 

Queen’s majesty through art lingered after Teerlinc’s death and eleven images 

dating from 1578 to 1603 of Elizabeth I are still extant today.  I will show how these 

manuscript illuminations and woodcut prints by Hilliard and another English artist, 

Isaac Oliver (1560-1617) demonstrate the extent of Teerlinc’s influence.  I intend to 

compare Teerlinc’s miniatures with those of George, Lucas, and Susanna Horenbout.  
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As descendants of the Ghent-Bruges school, these artists establish a preferred style 

of art by the Tudor court.  

Most of the literature on English Renaissance portraiture scarcely mentions 

Teerlinc’s art.  Some art historians believe that her style is of secondary importance 

compared to works by her contemporaries; while others, attempt to re-assign works 

from male artists to Teerlinc.  Simone Bergmans, in her article “Miniatures of Levina 

Teerling [sic],” The Burlington Magazine, 1934, was one of the first to view these 

miniatures in an attempted to re-attribute them from Hilliard to Teerlinc.  Erna 

Auerbach, a scholar of English Renaissance painting, wrote an in-depth analysis of 

miniatures ascribed to Teerlinc in her 1954 book, Tudor Artists:  A Study of Painters in 

the Royal Service and of Portraiture on Illuminated Documents from the Accession of Henry 

VIII to the Death of Elizabeth I.  She claims Teerlinc was a second-rate, minor artist 

whose style was inferior to Hilliard’s.  Jim Murrell’s book The Way Howe to Lymne: 

Tudor Miniatures Observed of 1983 investigates the formal analysis of Teerlinc’s 

miniatures.  His is the most thorough examination of the Ghent-Bruges style 

miniatures and manuscripts to date.  He looks intently at Teerlinc’s carnation 

(background), and brushstrokes comparing the same stylistic characteristics in the 

manuscript illuminations by Beninc.  Like Auerbach, Murrell considered Teerlinc’s 

work as inferior to Hilliard’s.  Sir Roy Strong, a prominent art historian on 
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Elizabethan portraiture, attempts to attribute miniatures to Teerlinc in his book, the 

English Renaissance Miniature (1984), examining prints, miniatures, and paintings 

created after her original designs.  Susan James, in her article “Susanna Horenbout, 

Levina Teerlinc and the Mask of Royalty,” from the 2000 Jaarboek, attempts to re-

attribute a few Elizabethan miniatures previously considered as belonging to 

Hilliard, now are attributed to Teerlinc.  Although works by Susanna are lost today, 

her style and importance to the Ghent-Bruges school balances that of Teerlinc.  Many 

previous art historians gave all miniatures, paintings, and manuscript illuminations 

to Hilliard and other male artists at court.  Only through this recent article are the 

works of Susanna Horenbout and Levinia Teerlinc receiving the recognition they 

deserve as artists who come from the highly influential Ghent-Bruges school.  

 As with the scholarship on Elizabethan portraiture, the literature on Tudor 

history chiefly focuses on the middle-to-late reign of the Virgin Queen.  However, a 

fresh look at the childhood and early reign of Elizabeth is the spotlight of current 

scholarship since the 1990s.  Historians recognize the importance of the Queen’s 

childhood and early reign to reveal the progression from maiden to Virgin Queen.  

During her early reign, Elizabeth I was still dealing with those who supported her 

Catholic sister, Mary I.  Many of these supporters felt the new Queen Elizabeth was 

a bastard because of her mother’s premarital indiscretions with King Henry VIII.  It 
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was necessary for Elizabeth I to show her right to rule, like her father, through 

commissioning numerous portraits of herself.  It was during this period, from the 

beginning to middle of the Queen’s reign that Teerlinc’s artistic career blossomed.  

Thus, this new historical scholarship will also be an integral part of my thesis.   

 The difficulty of keeping the Queen’s two worlds separate – the private, 

intimate image of Elizabeth, and the public image of a commanding monarch 

plagued Elizabeth throughout her reign.  As the stoic ruler of England, the Queen 

must be resolute in her decisions as her supporters and those who coveted her 

throne meticulously scrutinized her.  Elizabeth’s only refuge from this constant 

source of turmoil was through her private writing that would damage her attempt to 

become a well-respected monarch during the beginning of her reign.  Both of these 

depictions of the Queen help to form her regal identity.  I will explore this 

dichotomy between the private and public representations of the Queen by 

analyzing Teerlinc’s portraits within the context of Elizabeth I’s own writing.  In 

chapter one, “The Dominance of Netherlandish Artists at the Tudor Court,” I will 

discuss the scholarship explaining the artistic production at court, the commissions 

of foreign artists working in England and literature on the life and work of Teerlinc’s 

cousins, Gerard, Lucas, and Susanna Horenbout during the reign of Henry VIII.  

This family of artists dominated the art produced at the Tudor court. 
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In chapter two, “The Private Realm: The Personal Portrait Miniatures of 

Elizabeth I by Levinia Teerlinc” I will introduce the life and work of this female 

artist as she was the official Tudor court painter under Queen Elizabeth I.  I will then 

discuss the private realm of Elizabeth I through Teerlinc’s portrait miniatures of the 

Queen, and compare this imagery with her successors Hilliard and Oliver.  

Teerlinc’s representation of Queen Elizabeth is distinct as she represents the 

monarch as maidenly and virginal; exposing a vulnerable, personal side of the 

Queen.  Elizabeth I represented this realization of self as a female poet who inhabits 

the central position within Elizabethan culture.  The visual representations of the 

Queen with that of her poetry begin to develop a private persona of Elizabeth I.   

Chapter three, “The Private Realm: The Private Poetry of Queen Elizabeth I” 

will address the conflicts Elizabeth faced with Mary Queen of Scots who coveted the 

English throne as expressed through Elizabeth’s private poem, “The Doubt of Future 

Foes.”  This poem, along with two others will provide new insight into Elizabeth’s 

private fears concerning her enemies and those favorites who deceived her.  

Teerlinc’s miniatures of this young, impressionable queen mimic Elizabeth’s 

insecurities of performing as a stoic monarch forced upon her by her enemies.  In 

chapter four, “The Public Realm: The Manuscript Illuminations of Elizabeth I by 

Levinia Teerlinc” will address the politically driven manuscript illuminations and 
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designs of the coronation by Teerlinc.  Most of the scholarship on Teerlinc’s art 

analyzes her miniatures.  I will provide further evidence of her strength in 

producing manuscripts of the monarch and even expose a new illumination of 

Elizabeth belonging to Teerlinc.  These images of the Queen provide a strong resolve 

for Elizabeth’s right to rule on the page compared with Hilliard’s images of this 

monarch.  As a public figure, the Queen represents herself as controlled, and 

forthright, embodying the elegance of her elevated station.  Chapter five, “The 

Public Realm: The Queen’s Speeches and the gendered ‘Body Politic’” reflects upon 

Elizabeth’s struggles with Parliament over her marriage to either France or Spain.  

Elizabeth illustrated her right to rule through the creation of a “Body Politic,” as the 

magnificence of Teerlinc’s representation of the Queen equals the authority of 

Elizabeth’s rhetorical style.  

 The conclusion, “Unified Regal Identity of Queen Elizabeth I: Combining the 

Private and Public Realms” will explore the presentation of self through personal 

versus public modes of discourse.  Elizabeth’s private passions of being a poet could 

compromise her public responsibilities required of a stoic monarch.  This struggle of 

keeping the private and public realms separate continued to be a constant source of 

turmoil and crisis in the regal identity for Queen Elizabeth I to the end of her reign.  

In the end, I hope to show the separation of these two realms assisted in defining the 
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Queen’s united regal identity.  The portrait miniatures, manuscript illuminations, 

poems and speeches all form a unified regal identity of the Queen represented in the 

stately, rigid pose of a stoic monarch in combination with the soft, impressionable, 

naïve qualities of the young Queen Elizabeth I.   
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“Chapter One: 
The Dominance of Foreign Artists at the Tudor Court” 

 

The influx of foreign artists working in England during the sixteenth century 

greatly influenced the development of British art.  This situation arose in the 

fifteenth century when British merchants and diplomats, while visiting Flanders, 

purchased religious paintings, and illuminated books.  These dignitaries also 

commissioned local artists to paint their portraits.  The presence of Flemish art in 

Great Britain created an immense respect for the artistic techniques of this region 

and generated enthusiasm for their work of this period.1   

Only a handful of paintings by Netherlandish artists working at the English 

court during the reign of Henry VII (1457-1485) survive today.2   It was through the 

sovereignty of his son, Henry VIII (reined from 1509-1545), when Netherlandish art 

gained a foothold in England.  This English king was ambitious and determined to 

leave a lasting impression during his lifetime.  He preferred a visual iconography 

dedicated to upholding the image of majesty that he would conscientiously refine.  

Fortunately, both Hans Holbein the younger (1497-1543), a German painter, 

draughtsman, and designer, and members of the Horenbout3 family from Flanders, 

                                                 
1 Karen Hearn, Dynasties: Painting in Tudor and Jacobean England 1530-1630.  (Petersborough, Cambridgeshire, 
England: Tate Publishing, 1995), 29. 
2 Hearn, 35. 
3 Also spelled Horenbolte 
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were available to serve Henry’s need for visual propaganda.4  This chapter will 

investigate the artistic production at the Tudor court, the foreign artists who worked 

throughout Henry VIII’s reign, and the dominance of the Horenbout family as regal 

painters of manuscript illuminations and portrait miniatures to this monarch.   

Henry VIII invited the Horenbout family, known for their artistic strengths in 

manuscript illuminations and portrait miniatures to Britain during the middle of this 

monarch’s reign. The career of Gerard Horenbout (1465-1541), as court painter to 

Margaret of Austria and leading manuscript illuminator in Ghent, led him and his 

son Lucas to England in 1528.5  This familial alliance reinforced professional 

connections with the Tudor court and served to introduce female artists to Great 

Britain.  Such was the case for Susanna Horenbout who accompanied her father to 

England in 1528.   

The art created in the early reign of Henry VIII was the responsibility of 

English painters along with some foreign artists, like the Horenbouts, who received 

commissions to complete decorative work at court.6  Consistent with fifteenth-

century practices, artists were still labeled as craftsmen; therefore, a distinction was 

                                                 
4 Susan E. James and Jamie S. Franco, “Susanna Horenbout, Levina Teerlinc and the Mask of Royalty” 
(Jaarboek van het Koninkijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten te Antwerpen, 2000), 92. 
5 James, 91.  Holbein left Basel for England in 1532 where he worked as portrait painter to Henry VIII and 
his court.  It is generally understood by most scholars that Lucas Horenbout preceded his father, Gerard 
Horenbout at the Tudor court in c. 1526.  Susan E. James contests this theory and believes Susanna 
Horenbout accepted employment at the Tudor court on or shortly before 1525.  Further scholarship is 
necessary to discover why Lucas or Susanna preceded their father along with who invited Gerard to 
England. 
6 Hearn, 9.  The training available to artists in England is not clear.  Either the documentation does not exist 
or further research needs to reveal the practice of training for English artists. 
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not made among those who painted regal portraits or heraldry on furniture.7  

Artists’ names, specifically those of British origin, most frequently appear in existing 

royal records and accounts in connection with such decorative tasks.  They would 

paint interiors, furniture, and banners.  These English painters were typically 

members of the London Painters-Stainers Company or guild, and increasingly 

complained about the influx of foreign painters entering London who threatened 

their livelihood.8  Although commissions of Tudor court artists were similar, a 

hierarchy began separating native, English artists from the preferred foreign 

painters, many of which came from the Netherlands. 

These foreign artists working at court introduced a Netherlandish style that 

overwhelmed the artistic development in England.9  For example, Sir Thomas Elyot, 

a courtier, stated in The Boke Named the Governor of 1531, that “be constrained, if we 

wyll have any thinge well paynted, kerved, or embrawdred, to abandon our own 

countrymen and resort unto strangers [sic].”10  This remark illustrates the distinction 

between the court who favored foreign, Netherlandish artists with great artistic skill, 

and the nobility who were forced by the monarchy to commission portraits painted 

by English artists of inferior style.11  This degradation of native artists, who 

                                                 
7 Erna Auerbach.  Tudor Artists:  A Study of Painters in the Royal Service and of Portraiture on Illuminated 
Documents from the Accession of Henry VIII to the Death of Elizabeth I.  (London, England:  University of 
London, 1954), 1-2. 
8 Hearn, 35. 
9 Ibid, 27. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid, 31. 
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seemingly lacked the skills typically derived from apprenticeships, further fueled 

the fire of discontent against foreign artists in England.   

It was during this period of disgruntlement when the Horenbout’s began to 

work at the Tudor court.  Gerard, a prominent Netherlandish artist was co-creator of 

the Ghent-Bruges school12 with Simon Beninc (1483-1561), Levinia Teerlinc’s (1520-

1576) father.  This school flourished in the Southern Netherlands13 developing a 

painting style in manuscripts that incorporated associations between border and 

text, the development of landscape painting, and the embellishment of narrative 

cycles.  This school also recognized the growing influence of Mannerism and the 

emergence of portraiture as a genre.14  Gerard’s fruitful workshop in the Netherlands 

included a range of commissions from cartoons for large tapestries to a map of 

Ghent and its surrounding areas for the town.15  The workshop included at least 

three of his children: Lucas, Susanna, and another son whose name is unknown.16  

This influential artistic family controlled the production of manuscript illuminations 

at court, many of which included depicting the sovereignty of Henry VIII. 

The English royal household employed artists and craftsmen as documented 

by the pictorial evidence of Plea Rolls.  The artist-craftsmen who created these 

                                                 
12 Term referring to the manuscript illumination from approximately the last quarter of the 15th century until 
the mid-16th century.   
13 Specifically from the small town of Brandeburge, located between Ghent and Bruges in the current 
country of Brussels. 
14 Thomas Kren and Scot McKendrick, Illuminating the Renaissance: The Triumph of Flemish Manuscript 
Painting in Europe  (Los Angeles, California: The J. Paul Getty Museum, 2003), 411. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid.  Little scholarship revealed Gerard’s work during his stay in London.   
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illuminations belonged to a wider group accountable in creating decorations for 

royal processions and revels.  A vast majority of these illuminated portraits included 

the Tudor monarchs and revealed an almost steady sequence depicting a single 

theme.  These illustrations served a specific function by adorning court of law 

records commissioned by judges or officials of court.  They portray the evolution of 

artistic patronage, traced through nearly two centuries.  Although these images of 

royalty are of disparate artistic value, they demonstrate the traditional decorative 

qualities of the English artisan.17  Since the plea roll was a British invention 

originating in the early fifteenth century, the Horenbouts, being masters of the 

manuscript, could easily adapt the production of this media style to Netherlandish 

manuscripts.18 

The Horenbout’s style of manuscript illuminations is found in The Letters of 

Patent of Henry VIII for Cardinal College, Oxford (Figure 1) where the king is shown 

enclosed within the opening initial of the patent letter.  Scholars are unsure of the 

exact attribution; either Gerard, Lucas, or Susanna Horenbout created this full-

length portrait of Henry VIII.19   This image of the King effectively presents both a 

ruler dominating his setting with a commanding presence, and his individuality, as 

                                                 
17 The first plea roll depicted Henry VI in 1460 (ruled from 1422-61, and 1470-71) and continued in 1674 
through the reign of Charles II (ruled 1660-1685).  Ibid, 1-2.  I don’t completely agree with this comment 
since this example is by a Netherlandish artist, shown in Figure 1.  Not all artists from Henry VI to Charles II 
were English. 
18 Auerbach illustrates many plea rolls in the last few pages of the book created by anonymous artists that, 
with further scholarship, might be attributed to either the Horenbouts or other Netherlandish artists. 
19 Kren, 433. 
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the rectangular face and beard are reminiscent of this large and brooding monarch.  

It is the earliest in a sequence of portraits depicting Henry VIII created in documents 

intended for both the monarch and Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, a leading political 

leader and churchman in England.20  This manuscript illustrates the transformation 

in how English monarchs were officially portrayed, changing Henry from medieval 

king to Renaissance prince.21 Henry embodies all the self-assurance and power of a 

worldly king and humanist.  His appearance not only alludes to his station, holding 

the vestments of his office like previous portraits of his ancestors, but his assured 

expression and embellished dress resemble that of a refined prince. 

Lucas and Susanna Horenbout, Gerard’s son and daughter, served as court 

painters to Henry VIII for about twenty years.22  The first reference of Lucas appears 

in English royal records of September 1525, when he emigrated from Ghent to 

England.  Lucas’s participation in the Letters (Figure 1) may have prompted the 

immigration of Lucas and his family to England.  Legal documentation described 

Lucas as “pictor [sic] maker” since he worked in a variety of media while at court.  

By 1531, he was elected the king’s painter, and on June 22, 1534, the station was 

bestowed on him for life. Lucas received the title of denizen (a citizen of foreign 

                                                 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid, 434.  It is possible that Lucas Horenbout arrived in England earlier than 1528, but relevant accounts 
are now lost.  Many of the miniatures and illuminations attributed to Lucas are few because of scant 
documentary evidence.  Further study needs to be implemented on the apprenticeship of Lucas with his 
father to find any sketches or illuminations that were created before his journey to England.  This will 
answer questions as to who might have taught Lucas the art of portrait miniatures. 
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origin), and granted a residence in Charing Cross where he was permitted to employ 

foreign journeymen.  No legitimately signed works by Lucas survive, but evidence 

suggests a variety of projects he completed for the king, including the above-cited 

Letters.  Additional research suggests that Lucas designed woodcuts and painted 

props for celebrations held in Henry’s honor.23  Although he received commissions 

to produce work in other media, his strengths lie in creating manuscripts of the 

King. 

Lucas applied Ghent-Bruges painting techniques when he created Letters of 

Patent of Henry VIII to Thomas Forster in 1526 (Figure 2), a functional work that was 

folded and sealed with the king’s likeness - an innovation in sixteenth-century 

England.  The intricate border of this letter is fashioned in the Netherlandish 

illuminated style with a miniature of Henry VIII positioned in the upper left border; 

this implies the importance of the piece in the lineage of portrait miniatures.  The 

king is wearing a soft black cap with the brim luxuriously decorated with white 

feathers. He wears a white chemise and gold brocade tunic with a rich, fur-lined 

overcoat that completes the domineering, yet lavish, appearance of the king.  Recent 

analysis shows that this manuscript is a crucial piece of evidence documenting the 

history of portrait miniatures in England.24  Lucas’ masterful execution of the 

                                                 
23 Ibid.  In 1547, Catherine Parr gave his widow payment of sixty shillings for portraits of the king and 
queen.   
24 Hearn, 35. 
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manuscript stimulates questions regarding the miniature’s origin25, a close sister to 

the manuscript, and the political awareness surrounding its genesis.   

Most scholars agree that Lucas Horenbout was the first portrait miniaturist in 

England,26 since the earliest extant examples date after his arrival at court.  In all, 

twenty-three portrait miniatures attributed to Lucas, along with legal documents, 

manuscripts and a few paintings survive today.  James does not believe all these 

miniatures belong to Lucas.27  Gerard, a patriarch of manuscript illuminations, had a 

widespread European reputation.  He was unquestionably the superior artist of the 

Horenbouts at court, and may be responsible for creating many of the miniatures 

attributed to his son Lucas.   

However, Gerard’s lesser earnings (thirty-three sovereigns, four ducats) may 

suggest that he was absent from England for a period of time, rather than implying 

that the king held him in lesser regard.28  Other artists working at the Tudor court 

did not surpass the prominence of Lucas as a painter of miniatures.  Carel van 

Mander, a prominent art historian from the Netherlands writing in the early part of 

the seventeenth century, mentions Lucas as teaching the art of painting limnings to 

                                                 
25 Portrait miniatures are also called limnings, as defined in the Oxford Dictionary as a drawing of the outline 
or forms of objects.  The term limning will be used intermittently within this thesis. 
26  Henry VIII received lockets in 1526 containing portrait miniatures from King Francis I (1494-1547), of 
France portraying himself and his two sons.  Henry, in response, sent small portraits, likely portrait 
miniatures, to the French king.  These portraits depicted the English king, Catherine of Aragon, Henry’s first 
wife, and his daughter, Princess Mary.  Recent scholarship by Coombs suggests that it is difficult to attribute 
the genesis of the portrait miniature to a single country or artist.  The portrait miniature originated from the 
Flemish manuscript tradition because of the Flemish origins of both Lucas Horenbout and Jean Clouet 
(1485-1540).  
27 James, 100. 
28 Ibid. 
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Hans Holbein who, in turn, created many miniatures of the court.  The king 

employed both artists; however, Lucas received slightly more per year, (thirty-three 

pounds, six shillings to Hobein’s thirty pounds) a suggestion of his relative worth to 

the monarch.29  Lucas illustrated his success at the Tudor court through his limning 

of Henry VIII. 

One of the earliest examples of portrait miniatures produced in England is 

The Portrait of Henry VIII (Figure 3) 30 created by Lucas and shows the king at 

approximately thirty-five years of age.31  Henry wears a black cap pinned with a 

cylindrical gold ornament, and wears a green tunic decorated with an embroidered 

flower and heart shaped design.  Lucas delineated the King in a white chemise, and 

large fur-trimmed overcoat.  In each portrait by this artist, the King, depicted in 

different clothing, retains the same three-quarter pose against a blue carnation 

background as seen in the miniature of Henry VIII.32  (Figure 4)  This miniature 

depicts a younger monarch without a beard, but wearing a similar, soft black cap 

shown in previous manuscripts and miniatures (Figures 2-4).  Angels inscribed in 

each corner hold a gold chord encircling the letters H and K residing above the 

king’s head.  These initials represent the names of Henry and Kateryn [sic], his sixth 

                                                 
29 Kren, 434. 
30 This miniature, probably created from life, is one of seven portrait miniatures of the king attributed to 
Horenbout. 
31 Kren, 436. 
32 The decorative blue and white frame is a modern addition per Hearn, 118. 
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and last wife.33  James believes “the gold over ochre process” is reminiscent in 

numerous miniatures attributed to Gerard from his work created in Antwerp.34  

“The angel and cord design could be the work of Susanna Horenbout.”35 It is 

probable that one artist drew the king’s likeness and another executed the 

inscription as proposed by James.36  This would imply that more than one artist was 

involved in creating miniatures and many were not the product of a single 

illuminator.  If this is true, not only does this change the perspective of how 

miniatures were made in England, but also sheds light on the possible roles of 

Gerard, and Susanna in the production of these works.  The Horenbout’s use of the 

Ghent-Bruges style in painting illuminates the marriage between manuscripts and 

limnings found at the Tudor court. 

Scholars have closely studied the characteristic style of the Ghent-Bruges 

school in an attempt to solidify the relationship between limnings and manuscripts 

belonging to the Horenbouts while at the Tudor court.  Kren finds a close 

relationship between manuscript illuminations and portrait miniatures because of 

their “shared artistic technique and nearly microscopic attention to detail.”37  As seen 

through magnification, the brow line and ridge of Henry VIII’s nose (Figure 3) are 

composed of minute strokes of gray that are transparent over a smooth, opaque pink 

                                                 
33 Her name is also spelled Katherine and Catherine, depending on the source. 
34 James, 101. 
35 Ibid.  These designs are speculated by James as belonging to Susanna, although no documentary evidence 
supports this claim. 
36 Ibid, 95. 
37 Kren, 436-437. 
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ground.38  Murrell acknowledges this style as the Ghent-Bruges technique of 

manuscript illumination demonstrated in miniatures by Lucas, with red hatches of 

paint defining Henry’s plump cheeks.39 (Figure 4) According to James, the first 

miniatures contained a lighter blue pigment, with green undertones in the carnation 

(background).  In later miniatures, the background is a bright ultramarine, refined 

from luxurious and costly lapis lazuli.40  The Ghent-Bruges artists who produced 

miniatures were reasonably familiar with the groundwork and application of these 

minerals. These artists commonly used ultramarine in the robes and bed curtains to 

represent the life of the Virgin Mary.41  Trained artists received an intimate 

familiarity of these exact pigments and understood their artistic potential.   

Naturalism and the use of light is imperative to the Ghent-Bruges school of 

illustrators, particularly the use of soft light created by delicately modeling forms 

with subtle changes in tone and color rather than by shadow.42  Naturalism is 

observed in each strand of hair illustrated in the meticulous strokes of brown 

pigment.  (Figure 3)  The manuscript illuminations of Lucas’s father Gerard share 

these similar paintings techniques.43   

                                                 
38 Jim Murrell.  The Way Howe to Lymne: Tudor Miniatures Observed.  (London, England: Victoria and Albert 
Museum, 1983), 9. 
39 Murrell, 9. 
40 James, 101. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Murrell, 21. 
43 Hearn, 35. 
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Unfortunately, any evidence of portrait miniatures belonging to Susanna 

Horenbout are lost.  Her invitation to work for Henry VIII is significant since she 

was the first female to work at the Tudor court. Her style of limning is thought to 

resemble her brother Lucas, since they both apprenticed under Gerard Horenbout.  

Albrecht Dürer mentioned Susanna in a diary during his trip to the Netherlands in 

1521, as follows: ‘Master Gerard, the illuminator, has a daughter of eighteen named 

Susanna who has illuminated a small sheet, a Salvator, for which I gave her one 

guilder. It is a great marvel that a woman should do so much’.44  Dürer’s purchase of 

Susanna’s painting proves she worked under her father’s direction and was a master 

artist in her own right.  Moreover, Lodovico Guicciardini wrote in 1567 of Susanna’s 

quality in painting, stating her style of miniatures and illumination was ‘beyond 

belief’.45  In 1568, Giorgio Vasari wrote this excellence in painting prompted an 

invitation for Susanna to work for Henry VIII of England ‘where she lived in honor 

during his reign.’46  Susanna’s name is not yet discovered on any account role during 

the reign of this monarch, these documents are incomplete, with many months from 

1528 to 1538 now missing.47  The successful employment of the Horenbouts for 

Henry VIII fueled his search for more talented artists across Europe to work as 

artists at the Tudor court. 

                                                 
44 James, 95. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid. 
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A few foreign artists worked for Henry following the introduction of the 

Horenbouts in England.  During the last decade of Henry VIII’s reign, the 

Netherlandish artist William Scrots traveled to England in 1545 to work at the court.  

He succeeded Holbein as the King’s painter earning the very large sum of sixty-two 

pounds, ten pence until September 1553.  His career in England was short lived as he 

died in September 1554; his paintings consisted of portraits of Edward VI, Mary I, 

and Princess Elizabeth.48  Gerlack Flicke a painter from Osnabrück, came to England 

in 1545 and was imprisoned shortly thereafter for taking sides in the Wyatt rebellion 

against the Catholic occupation of England.  He died in early 1558.49  The countless 

portraits Henry commissioned in his lifetime are a commemoration and 

reverberation of his right to rule as established through two illicit lines, the Beauforts 

and the Tudors.  “Henry VIII was the peacefully anointed son of a man who won the 

kingdom by force.”50  

Hans Holbein and the Horenbouts depicted Henry VIII as a prince in all his 

splendor.  It was through the connection of their art while in the service of the Tudor 

court that the genesis of Henry’s public iconography was established.51  The deaths 

                                                 
48 Roy Strong.  The English Icon: Elizabethan and Jacobean Portraiture.  (New York, New York: Pantheon Books, 
1969) 69. 
49 Strong, 77. 
50 James, 95.  Referring to his father, Henry VII. 
51 Ibid, 92. 
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of Holbein in 154352 left the king without a court painter; hence, the search for their 

replacement began in 1545.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
52 Gerard died in 1541, Lucas in 1544, and Susanna in 1550.  Henry VIII began searching for a new court 
painter before Susanna’s death. 
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“Chapter Two:  
The Private Realm:  

The Portrait Miniatures of Queen Elizabeth I by Levinia Teerlinc” 
 

During the end of Henry VIII’s reign, the English monarchy was left without 

a portrait miniaturist.  Levinia Teerlinc’s invitation to the Tudor court began with 

the deaths of her cousins the Horenbouts.  She retained her position as chief court 

painter under the sovereignty of Edward VI and Mary I who commissioned this 

artist for miniatures and a few manuscript illuminations.  Because of their short 

sovereignty, Teerlinc’s artistic influence at court was not yet realized.53  It was only 

through the early to middle reign of Queen Elizabeth I when Teerlinc’s art 

blossomed.   The Queen continuously employed Teerlinc for nearly two decades, 

from Elizabeth’s ascension to the throne in 1558 to Teerlinc’s death in 1576.   

Teerlinc’s artistic authority would assist in defining the private identity of 

Elizabeth I through the portrait miniature.  Miniatures were private pieces often 

considered personal tokens of affection, and were usually placed in the palm of the 

hand or worn on a necklace.  This medium dominated a large portion of art 

produced in the Elizabethan age.  For this reason, it is amazing that only two of 

Teerlinc’s miniatures of the Queen survive today.  Since her cousin Lucas’ 

miniatures of Henry VIII are prevalent today.  This chapter will reveal how Levinia 

                                                 
53 James, 111.  James explains the few works by Teerlinc during the reign of Edward VI, since both Levinia 
and her husband were out of the country as noted by their grandson in 1595.  James received this 
information from Erna Auerbach, Nicholas Hilliard  (Boston, Massachusetts: Boston Book and Art Shop,  
1961) 76. 
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Teerlinc came to the Tudor court.  Since there is much scholarship regarding the 

strength of Hilliard’s work over that of Teerlinc, I will also provide a fresh look at 

her miniatures of Elizabeth’s comparison with the style of her successors Nicholas 

Hilliard and his apprentice Isaac Oliver.    

The successful career of Lucas Horenbout, as discussed in Chapter one, led 

Levinia Teerlinc’s introduction at the Tudor court in 1554.  The strength of Teerlinc’s 

style originated through an apprenticeship with her father, Simon Beninc, and 

developed into that of her own style.54  Even though limning was customarily been 

acknowledged as a “lady’s art”, Teerlinc, being a miniaturist, was following the 

artistic tradition of both her father, Simon Beninc, and her grandfather, Alexander 

Beninc.55  Even though scholars have attempted to decipher the ambiguity of 

Teerlinc’s life, few art historians can firmly attribute paintings that belong to this 

artist.56  James has attempted to re-assign specific works to her that were previously 

given to Hilliard with some success; however, an awareness of her oeuvre remains 

incomplete.  Opinions also differ about the subject matter Teerlinc painted; scholars 

                                                 
54 The documentation of Teerlinc’s apprenticeship with her father is scant and more research needs to 
answer questions of the art she produced under her father’s apprenticeship. Evidence of her drawings 
copied from her father’s sketchbook, and whether she was the only female to receive such an apprenticeship 
would assist in solidifying this artistic education.  Since Lucas Horenbout was the chief limner for Henry 
VIII, there could be surviving drawings and miniatures that could possibly instruct Teerlinc on the art of 
limning. 
55 Elsa Honig Fine.  Women and Art: A History of Women Painters and Sculptors from the Renaissance to the 20th 
Century.  (Montclair, New Jersey: Allanheld & Schram/Prior, 1978) 28.  The Beninc name is also spelled 
Bening, and Benninck. 
56 Much of the documentation on Teerlinc’s life merely provides the life dates, who she apprenticed with 
(her father), the prominence of the Ghent-Bruges school, and the work of her cousins. 
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have identified her production of small-scale religious paintings, other group scenes, 

and portraits.57   

By 1545, Teerlinc’s fame as an established artist in Flanders was well known 

and by this time, she married George Teerlinc of Blankenberge.58  Teerlinc’s 

contemporaries glorified her artistic abilities.  Guicciardini, a contemporary of 

Levinia stated that her abilities in the art of limning were comparable with her 

father, Simon Beninc, court painter to Margaret of Austria.59  During this period, the 

English Queen Kateryn Parr (1512-1548), Henry’s sixth wife, was searching for a new 

royal portrait painter.  She sent the king’s secretary Walter Bulcer on a mission to the 

Netherlands in 1545 to recruit Protestant princes for a secret league headed by the 

King.  One of Bulcer’s missions was to look for a new court painter.60   

Understanding the importance of regal portraiture in England, Teerlinc’s gifts in 

painting portrait miniatures was unrecognized until 1558 with the emergence of a 

new female English Queen. 

It was while Teerlinc resided in Great Britain when she introduced the 

portrait miniature to Queen Elizabeth I.  These personal limnings of Elizabeth were 

like her private life, a “political ‘game’ as personal, sincere, and full of involvement 

                                                 
57 As with her life, this documentation is difficult to discover, or is the cause of faulty research. 
58 George Teerlinc’s life dates and specifics about his painting oeuvre is also difficult to uncover. 
59 James, 96. 
60 Ibid, 91-125. 
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as a game of cards between close friends.”61  The private self faced inward, away 

from the public eye, even so private that the queen kept this secret side away from 

her court.  Fumerton discusses the issues of privacy in relation to the portrait 

miniature by stating above all, limnings were symbols of love – given as gifts to 

treasured favorites of the Queen. 62  The limning concentrated on its subject 

personally, spotlighting the face and shoulders, and at times the hands of the sitter.  

The miniature depicted a ‘lover, a mistress, a wife, an intimate friend’.63   

The portrait miniature, Elizabeth I (Figure 5) is a possible attribution to 

Teerlinc.  Although it is heavily damaged, the rigid posture of the Queen displays 

her in a regal manner.  In this depiction, Elizabeth holds her hands elegantly at the 

waist.  Her face does not carry the deep shadows as preferred by the Queen who 

favored the “mask of youth.”  Teerlinc delineated Elizabeth’s eyes, nose, and lips 

with the most minute brush strokes.  The coloration of this miniature resembles the 

transparent hues found on manuscript illuminations, and the blue carnation 

resembles that of the Ghent-Bruges school and creates a soft halo that surrounds the 

Queen.   

One of the outstanding features of Teerlinc’s miniatures of the Queen is the 

“mask of youth.”  The art historian Roy Strong believes the miniaturist Nicholas 

                                                 
61 Patricia Fumerton.  Cultural Aesthetics: Renaissance Literature and the Practice of Social Ornament.  (Chicago, 
Illinois: The University of Chicago Press, 1991) 69-70. 
62 Fumerton, 69-70. 
63 Fumerton, 69-70. 
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Hilliard invented this desired technique in the 1570s.  In his treatise of the Art of 

Limning, Hilliard tells us that Elizabeth, while preparing for a sitting purposefully 

sat in the open garden, avoiding any trees so that no shadows would fall upon her 

face.  Elizabeth liked what she considered a truthfulness that emerged from 

depictions of her without shadows, and indeed, she herself must have played a key 

role in determining how she would look in art.  I contend this “mask of youth” is 

also clearly identifiable in the portrait miniatures of Elizabeth produced by Teerlinc 

who demonstrates this style in these two limnings, which show the Queen with a 

stark white face.  The absence of deep shadows that usually defined the recesses of 

the eyes, nose, and lips are emphasized by the artist with faint lines.  In these 

miniatures, the transparent hues, blue carnation, or background, and tiny 

brushstrokes are examples taken from manuscript illuminations from the Ghent-

Bruges school.64 

There is some speculation to whether this is a portrait of Elizabeth I, but her 

fine dress and highly composed demeanor allude to her high station, that of a 

Queen.  Teerlinc depicts Elizabeth in a full-frontal position and not in the standard 

three-quarter pose preferred by Horenbout in his numerous portrait miniatures of 

Henry VIII.  Thus, one might argue that the style of the Horenbouts not only made 

                                                 
64 Both James and Murrell discuss this attribution of the Ghent Bruges style of painting.  Susan E. James and 
Jamie S.  Franco. “Susanna Horenbout, Levina Teerlinc and the Mask of Royalty,” Jaarboek van het Koninkijk 
Museum voor Schone Kunsten te Antwerpen, 2000, 91.  Jim Murrell.  The Way Howe to Lymne: Tudor Miniatures 
Observed.  (London, England: Victoria and Albert Museum, 1983) 41. 
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an impression on Teerlinc’s work, but also her miniatures changed English regal 

portraiture during the sixteenth century. 

Teerlinc became the chief limner at the Tudor court and listed in the royal 

payroll from Lady Day 1546, but her oeuvre is difficult to define since there are only 

a few miniatures of the court attributed to Teerlinc.  The two miniatures of Elizabeth 

I mentioned in this chapter are the only works generally accepted as by Teerlinc.65  

Auerbach proposes that she painted a few, large-scale portraits, but the 

documentation suggests her specialty was miniature painting.  It was common 

practice for scholars to consider Teerlinc as a mediocre artist, second to Holbein and 

Hilliard.66  James began her investigation of a possible oeuvre for Teerlinc by re-

attributing miniatures to this female artist previously given to Hilliard.67  She was 

already painting for Elizabeth I for a number of years after Hilliard’s first official 

portrait of Elizabeth in 1572.  Murrell reveals a mass of fine limnings from 1544 to 

1571 associated with the court.  These miniatures could have sufficient technical and 

stylistic characteristics in common, indicating they were the work of a single artist; 

that artist must be Levinia Teerlinc.   

                                                 
65 James, 105. 
66 Ibid.  While visiting the major museums of London in September 2004, most of Teerlinc’s work is still 
given to her successor Nicholas Hilliard.  Even more disturbing is the numerous books published discussing 
the history of miniatures and Teerlinc’s name is not mentioned, most authors would discuss Hoblein and 
Hilliard as the pre-eminent miniaturists, skipping over the life and possible works of her altogether. 
67 James was not the first scholar to re-attribute miniatures to Teerlinc.  Simone Bergmans discussed six 
miniatures that might belong to Teerlinc, but none of these included miniatures of the Queen.  This scholar 
also introduced a possible self-portrait of the artist that was given to Isaac Oliver.  Simone Bergmans, 
“Miniatures of Levina Teerling,” The Burlington Magazine, Vol. 64 (May 1934); 232-236.  
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The distinctiveness of Teerlinc’s miniatures from those of her cousin, Lucas 

Horenbout in the Anglo-Flemish portrait limning tradition, are chiefly those of style 

and aptitude, rather than fundamentally of technique.  She borrowed the circular 

format of painting on vellum applied to card, working the sitter’s features 

transparently over a floating carnation (background) with blue bice.68  She created 

jewelry of gold, used powered gold pigment over ochre, and painted the 

surrounding gold line of her portraits over bare vellum, just as Horenbout and 

Holbein who preceded her.  Murrell considers the appearance of Teerlinc’s work as 

different, “largely because of her loose, washy, almost impressionistic treatment of 

the features.”69  She developed the features in a more impulsive manner, using 

“broad brushstrokes and washes of color interspersed with an occasional line to 

accent a contour instead of fine hatching like Horenbout and Holbein.”70 Even 

though Murrell describes Teerlinc’s brushstroke as impressionistic, he suggests the 

“rendering of the features has a sympathetic naturalism and suggests a 

                                                 
68 The card is referring to playing card material and blue bice is a pale blue pigment prepared from the 
native blue carbonate of copper or of smalt, according to the Oxford Dictionary.  This circular format could 
originate from Lucas’ miniatures of Hilliard, but most of his limnings are square-shaped.  More scholarship 
is needed to discover how Teerlinc was introduced to this circular format. 
69 Murrell, 25. Remarkably, the author goes on to attack the style of Teerlinc’s miniatures, stating “her 
draftsman ship is poor, the heads are too large, showing an emaciated representation of the sitter”.  Strong 
shares this same negative reflection of Teerlinc’s work in three of his books.  His book on The English Icon, 
doesn’t even mention her. It’s unfortunate that most of her miniatures have been “touched up” or painted 
over by nineteenth century restorers.  They might have done this as the author suggests to “smooth and 
prettify” Teerlinc’s rather brusque and broad treatment of the features in her portraits. 
70 Ibid. 
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verisimilitude to the sitter, reminiscent of Horenbout’s work.”71 Further implying a 

close association of style between Lucas and Teerlinc. 

This verisimilitude is easily discernable in the miniature of Elizabeth I 

attributed to Teerlinc, and is extraordinary in the clarity and preservation of the 

image.  (Figure 6)  Infinitely similar to the miniature of Elizabeth (Figure 5) by 

Teerlinc, the Queen is dressed in a gold chemise with sleeves that are identical.  Her 

black overcoat decorated in gold buttons, and jewels match the chemise and golden 

hat, of the same fabric, offset the embroidery encrusted with fine jewels.  Although 

Elizabeth lacks the characteristic crown usually worn by monarchs, her ornamental 

dress illustrated her high status.  The high ruff, established by the Queen during her 

reign, is edged with gold thread.  Unlike the first miniature, Elizabeth looks off to 

the left instead of gazing directly at the viewer.  The deep, dark blue carnation 

(background) and the exact manipulation of the paint as to hide any hatching is 

remarkable and very much in line with the style of her cousin, Lucas Horenbout.   

Exactly who taught Nicholas Hilliard the art of limning has been the subject 

of debate for many scholars and provides further complication in assigning a 

complete oeuvre of Teerlinc’s miniatures.72  Hilliard hints in his monograph, A 

                                                 
71 Murrell, 25.  Murrell seems to fluctuate between Teerlinc’s work being more like her father Simon’s and 
like Lucas Horenbout.  I believe her work resembles both, but more in the line of Horenbout with regard to 
miniatures.  I also question how her brushwork could be loose when the art of limning is an exact art 
necessitating a careful technique. 
72 James, 112.  Katherine Coombs. The Portrait Miniature in England. (London, England: V&A Publications, 
1998) 27, by Murrell, 25, and Roy Strong, Gloriana: Portraits of Queen Elizabeth I.  (London, England: Thames 
and Hudson, 1988) 49. 
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Treatise Concerning the Arte of Limning, written in 1598 (published after his death), 

that he picked up the essentials by analyzing Holbein’s work.  Hilliard’s first 

miniature of Queen Elizabeth is striking for its similarity to Teerlinc’s miniature 

format.  (Figure 7) The queen sits with a very noble, rigid posture and instead of 

gazing directly at the viewer, her head is turned a quarter to the right.  The queen 

is highly decorated from her sleeves to the high ruff that accentuates her formality.  

The same calligraphic writing style visible in Teerinc’s representation of the Queen 

(Figure 6) is also depicted to the right and left of the Queen.  Hilliard uses the same 

dark blue carnation (background) as Teerlinc uses, but his representation of 

Elizabeth is much stiffer and does not portray the Queen in such a forgiving, kind 

light.  Although Hilliard does illustrate the Queen’s garment with versilmitude, her 

face appears very flat and awkwardly oblong.   

Remarked by Strong as the finest miniature Hilliard created of the Queen, 

the limning showing Elizabeth with a lute begins to show Hilliard’s own style of 

miniature painting. (Figure 8)  Depicted in her favorite colors, black and white, the 

Queen is depicted either in a very private moment, playing the lute for her own 

pleasure or for the court.  Hilliard has changed the composition of this miniature to 

show more of the Queen and displaying her hands while she strums the 

instrument.  The Queen loved entertainment and was a talented writer and 
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musician.  Elizabeth sits on a throne that decorates the space around her head and 

shoulders.  The queen still sits in a very rigid, formal pose and no longer depicted 

with a dark blue background.  Executed the year of Teerlinc’s death, this miniature 

still illustrates the minuteness of brushstroke and attention to detail illustrated in 

Teerlinc’s work.73 

Teerlinc clearly delineated Elizabeth’s mask of royalty and approved of this 

artist’s style of miniature painting.  Never was there such a complaint against 

Teerlinc’s work as there was for the technique of Isaac Oliver (1560-1617), a student 

of Hilliard who continued to produce miniatures of the Queen in 1592.  This 

miniature, painted from life, was never finished because of the Queen’s dislike for 

its realistic representation of her.  (Figure 9)  This unsuccessful example of 

Elizabeth provides the viewer with the process of making a portrait miniature, as 

Oliver began by lightly sketching the Queen’s clothing and painting the hair and 

facial shadows before his work ceased.74  The fully rendered miniature of Elizabeth 

created after Teerlinc’s death, during the 1580s (Figure 10) could be the only 

existing limning Oliver made which Elizabeth approved.  The artist illustrates the 

Queen with a full ruff and heart-shaped collar of her later reign, (c. 1580).  The 

                                                 
73 I do not agree with Murrell’s perspective that Teerlinc’s work resemble that of the impressionists. Her 
training was in the production of manuscript illuminations that required a precise eye and tiny brush.  Even 
though the brushstrokes are not visible does not imply that her work is as loose as extolled. 
74 I find it interesting that Elizabeth did not have this miniature destroyed since she disliked the shadowed, 
older-looking face.  Why this miniature survived and others did not is unknown. 
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precision of his later style depicts the same minute brushstrokes used by Hilliard 

and by Teerlinc.  

Since the art of limning requires the artist to be refined and embody the 

elevated expertise along with a degree of confidentiality surrounding the various 

facets of the limner’s art, it is improbable that Hilliard learned his craft merely 

through observation.75  From 1562 to 1569, Hilliard was in London as an apprentice 

to Robert Brandon, a goldsmith patroned by the Queen.  The only accomplished, 

practicing limner and without doubt the most prominent in England during this 

period was Levinia Teerlinc.76  If Hilliard apprenticed under Holbein, and 

Teerlinc’s cousin, Lucas Horenbout, trained Holbein how to paint portrait 

miniatures, this would imply that Hilliard inadvertently trained in the style of the 

Ghent-Bruges school, adding further association with Teerlinc’s style.77  

Royal accounts illustrate the English court greatly respected Teerlinc as an 

artist along with her other courtly responsibilities.  She enjoyed the status of a 

“gentlewoman” and received numerous gifts from the four monarchs whom she 

served along with an annuity for life.78  Chadwick contends that Teerlinc was 

                                                 
75 James, 112. 
76 Ibid.  James found a possible treaty written by Teerlinc in 1573, “A Very Popular Treatise, wherein is 
Briefly Set Forthe the Arte of Limning…Never put in Print before this Time.”  Hilliard discusses the fine 
white that female limner’s use, this white is also explained in this treaty.  James suggests it links Hilliard to 
Teerlinc since he would have learned this technique of making white only from her.   
77 There is much discrepancy over who taught the art of liming to Hilliard.  Many scholars attribute Teerlinc 
as his teacher but since she is not mentioned in his Treatise, this theory has been disputed.  More research 
needs to discover who taught Hilliard the art of limning. 
78 Eleanor Tufts.  Our Hidden Heritage: Five Centuries of Women Artists.   (New York, New York: Paddington 
Press Ltd., 1974) 45. 
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“assuredly the first painter for whom the Queen sat,”79 and Strong recognizes the 

early works of Teerlinc’s as “significant documentary proof of the young 

Elizabeth’s appearance before her cult transformation.”80   

 When Nicholas Hilliard wrote his A Treatise Concerning the Arte of Limning, he 

commented on the privateness of the limning, because of its minuteness it was 

important to view these pieces “of necessity in hand near unto the eye”.81  Unlike 

viewers of large-scaled painting who would stand a distance away from the 

painting, miniatures required the viewer to scrutinize them at close range.  This 

required viewers to press together, allowing men and women close contact that 

would usually considered taboo in Elizabethan culture.82   

 Hilliard’s limnings, and I believe also Teerlinc’s, are meant to catch the 

“lovely graces, witty smilings [sic] and stolen glances” of the sitters.83  The Treatise 

also mentions a conversation with Hilliard and the Queen, who stated, “that best to 

show oneself needeth [sic] no shadow of place, but rather the open light”, and 

therefore chose to be limned “in the open alley of a goodly garden, where no tree 

was near, nor any shadow at all.”84  The argument also carries a psychological and 

                                                 
79 Whitney Chadwick.  Women, Art, and Society, Third Edition.  (London, England:  Thames and Hudson, 
2002) 116. 
80  Roy Strong.  The English Renaissance Miniature.  (New York, New York: Thames and Hudson, 1983) 54.  
This cult transformation, according to Strong, began with Hilliard’s depiction of the Queen as represented in 
a very harsh light and highly rigid pose that one could state as inorganic or highly unnatural. 
81 Fumerton, 70. 
82 Fumerton, 71. 
83 Ibid, 77. 
84 Ibid. 
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moral aspect.  Standing in an “open alley” in the obvious view of heaven indicates 

one’s purity of soul: “For beauty and good favor is like clear truth, which is not 

shamed with the light, nor needs to be observed”.85  Shadowing, on the contrary, 

which “smutted” the clarity of colors, is “like truth ill told” and can only indicate a 

hidden “ill cause”.86  Although Hilliard utilizes terms like “open” and “clear” to 

emphasize the private truth he wishes to paint, the kind of earnestness and 

confidence – truthful limning was for gentlemen alone and secretive: the miniature 

“is for the service of noble persons very meet, in small volumes, in private 

manner.”87  “It is a kind of gentle painting...it is secret.”88  Confidence was the key to 

style, joined with an affluence of symbolic insinuation that added depth to the 

“mirror-like image”.89  Since Teerlinc was also a gentlewoman to the Queen, this 

would have provided a further intimate setting between the two women.  It seems 

obvious that her oeuvre is short because of lack of scholarship of Teerlinc’s work.  

Her close association with the Queen would have promoted her strengths in 

painting miniatures of the monarch.  Elizabeth liked what she considered a 

truthfulness that emerged from depictions of her without shadows, and indeed, she 

herself must have played a key role in determining how she would look in art.   

                                                 
85 Ibid. 
86 Ibid, 77-78.  Nicholas Hilliard. The Arte of Limning, 85-87. 
87 Ibid, 78.  Nicholas Hilliard, 65. 
88 Ibid.  Nicholas Hilliard, 63. 
89 John Guy.  Tudor England.  (Oxford and New York:  Oxford University Press, 1988) 432-433. 
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Teerlinc’s miniatures of the 1560s were gestures of love or, as Guy identifies 

as “courtly dalliance,” by 1590 Hilliard and his studio were mass-manufacturing 

political icons, many of these included portrait miniatures of the Queen.90  Following 

Elizabeth’s unfortunate meeting with the French immigrant Oliver, whose blunder 

as a limner was to paint the queen with shadows (Figure 9), Hilliard, shaped a 

romanticized, yet harsh image of Elizabeth as a young woman achieving official 

approval.91   

Teerlinc succeeded where her predecessors did not in creating an image of 

the Queen that combined a feminine softness in her face along with the rigid, regal 

posture further demanding this official approval from her court and her subjects.  

Teerlinc’s private miniature is like Elizabeth’s private poems as both were created in 

the privacy of the Queen’s quarters.  The poems gave Elizabeth the opportunity to 

express her insecurities concerning the actions of her enemies, yet also allowed her 

to thwart the advances of such adversaries. 

  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
90 Guy, 433. 
91 Ibid. 
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“Chapter Three:   
The Private Realm:  

The Poetry of Queen Elizabeth I” 
 
 

Like the personal portrait miniature that depicted the Queen’s private realm, 

the writing of poetry was the Queen’s only refuge from the constant pressure of 

those who coveted her throne.  The private, portrait miniature, was typically created 

in the Queen’s personal quarters or in her garden, Elizabeth’s secretive poetry 

carried the same confidentiality and intimacy as these small tokens of affection.   

The Queen’s colleagues praised her as a consummate poet in several genres, 

yet few poems exist are ascribed to her.  Previous editors implied that crossing out 

poems attributed to the queen in manuscript collections was an affirmation that she 

was not the author.  Yet, even poems authored by her are regularly scored through 

in manuscript collections that “were close to the court, not because of uncertain 

authorship, but for the denial in admitting the Queen’s authorship in a forum more 

public than the Privy Chamber,” as stated by Guy.92  Summit believes that Queen 

Elizabeth I was a vital figure for the literature in her era.93  However, while previous 

criticism focused around the court poets inspired to write about the Queen, new 

study in literary circles investigate Elizabeth I who wrote and disseminated poetry 

herself.  This chapter will reveal the self-reflective poetry written by the Queen, the 

controversy over the Queen’s authorship of such poetry, and how Elizabeth, as a 
                                                 
92 Guy, 433. 
93 Jennifer Summit.  Lost Property: The Woman Writer and English Literary History, 1380-1589.  (Chicago, 
Illinois: The University of Chicago Press, 2000) 165. 
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woman, acknowledged the privacy of feminine poetry in English Renaissance 

society. 

Many of Elizabeth’s poems during her late reign are self-reflective, but only 

three were written during the period between 1558 and 1576.  The Queen’s preferred 

allegorical self-depictions are revealed through her letters with the French suitor the 

Duke of Alençon; who wrote that Elizabeth as a poet was a rock “assaulted by 

several storms and winds that blow from divers climes”.94  Some of the rock has 

worn gravely over time, with a majority of the rock immersed under water. “The 

odes, elegies, and heroic versus have nearly vanished without a trace; except for the 

initial lines of a “Song” she wrote to celebrate the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 

the 1580s.”95  Metaphorically, like a rock at sea, Elizabeth’s poems, as Marcus 

explains, “may often appear to be something other than that they are, a mere mist or 

cloud rather than solid substance.”96  Elizabeth only acknowledged a few poems as 

her own mostly for the damning effect these writings had on her effectiveness as a 

monarch in the public setting.  

                                                 
94 Leah C. Marcus.  “Queen Elizabeth I as Public and Private Poet: Notes toward a New Edition”, Reading 
Monarch’s Writing: The Poetry of Henry VIII, Mary Stuart, Elizabeth I, and James VI/I.  (Tempe, Arizona: Arizona 
Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2002) 135.  Also from Leah S., Marcus, Janel Mueller and 
Mary Beth Rose, eds.  Queen Elizabeth I: Collected Works. (Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 2000) 
245, 249-250.  These poems are a bit later than the 1576 date of Teerlinc’s death but it illustrates the Queen’s 
self-image during this period of her reign and struggle with Parliament’s wishes for her to marry and 
produce and heir to save her kingdom during the beginning of her reign. 
95 Marcus, 140. 
96 Ibid. 
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 Literary scholars agree that Queen Elizabeth authored one English poem as 

printed and ascribed to her in manuscript collections, “The Doubt of Future Foes”.97  

Elizabeth wrote the poem in contention to Mary Queen of Scots and to covert, pro-

Scottish parties in England who plotted in Mary’s favor to take the English crown 

from Elizabeth.  Per Sir John Harington, the Queen’s favorite and godson, a lady at 

court publicized “The Double of Future Foes” against her majesty’s desires.98   

Another poem written by the queen “No Crooked Leg” found on the last leaf 

of her French Psalter, is now held at the Royal Library in Windsor Castle.  It states:99 

 No crooked leg, no blearèd eye 
 No part deformèd out of kind 
 Nor yet so ugly hald can be 
 As is the inward, suspicious mind. 
  Your loving mistress 
  Elizabeth R 
 
 The Queen’s original poem illustrates the lines of this epigram as melding, 

absent of line separation.  Within only a few lines Elizabeth describes the inner 

deceitful mind as offensive as any outward, physical deformity.  Marcus believes, 

“this may be the “obscure sentence’ referred to by Lord Burghley as written by the 

Queen in “a book at Windsor” when she was “much offended with the Earl of 

                                                 
97 Marcus, 140.  See Appendix One for entire poem, “Doubt of Future Foes”. 
98 Ibid, 141. 
99 There seems to be some confusion by literary scholars as to how many of the poems attributed to 
Elizabeth were actually authored by the Queen.  The Psalter poem is also written by the Queen. 
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Leicester” in 1565.”100  Not only was Lord Robert a favorite of the Queen, but any 

public knowledge of even her dissent for the Earl of Leicester would bring about 

questions of marriage to solidify a foreign alliance and the adulterous behavior that 

occurred between them.  This poem also alludes to Elizabeth’s lack of control 

concerning the issue of Lord Robert’s activities and her own exposed reactions to his 

conduct, one that the Queen must keep hidden from prying eyes. 

 Equally important is the queen’s poignant Latin and English verses 

concerning her office, acknowledged by scholars as written during the 1570s, are 

known because they were written on a blank space, hidden from prying eyes, in 

another private book owned by the Queen.101  Included is the English section, 

situated below the Latin text that resides above it.  It reads as follows: 

 A hapless kind of life is this I wear: 
 Much watch I dure, and weary, toiling days 
 I serve the rout and all their follies bear; 
 I suffer pride, and sup full hard assays; 
 To others’ will my life is all addressed, 
 And no way so as might content me best. 
  This above was written in a book by the  
  majesty.102 
 
 In this selection, the enormously private poem expounded the trials and 

tribulations the Queen suffered during her reign.  The poem places Elizabeth in a 
                                                 
100 Marcus, 144.  Elizabeth had reason to believe that Lord Robert was not as he appeared.  His power in the 
Netherlands was a surprise to the Queen who had a deep, personal relationship with him, she trusted him 
completely, placing the monarch in a very vulnerable position. 
101 Marcus contributes her theory that these poems were answered by another courtier, Sir Thomas 
Heneage, and hand copied into another printed book in 1570 that were found in the Morgan Library as the 
verses were noticed by a modern scholar who was probably looking for something else entirely.   
102 Marcus, 144.   The full text of this poem, accompanied with the Latin text, is under the second page of 
Appendix One. 
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vulnerable state, in a passive disposition caused by those who question the Queen 

monarchical abilities.  To exhibit such a declaration by allowing public circulation 

would appear to the court, as Marcus states it so well, “as publicly airing one’s 

undergarments.”103  Queen Elizabeth I wrote poetry just as effectively as many 

contemporary skilled poets, nevertheless in a writer that is relatively secret.104   

 The Queen’s poems are very distinctive and illustrate her bravery, her 

disdain of riches, her strength in character, and her intense dislike of treason.  

Unquestionably, the best of her poems is her boldness regarding Mary’s plots 

against her in “The Doubt of Future Foes.” Its metaphors borrowed from nature 

recall the receding and surging tides, the reactions of wind and rain, planting and 

harvesting of crops, and maritime ships in search of the harbor.  Even the blade of 

justice in the last verse hacks off “not human heads but the tops of trees which have 

grown too high.”105  The Queen’s poems incorporate factual circumstances from 

Elizabeth’s life.   

 The Queen wrote her poems in the environment of women’s private writing 

as they presented culturally separate terms from the masculine domain of oratory.  

Whatever Elizabeth’s tangible production, the remarks of her contemporaries 

illustrate her status as a poet played a crucial component in her royal self-

                                                 
103 Ibid, 145. 
104 Ibid, 153. 
105 Bradner, xiii. 
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reflection.106  It was within this intimate, womanly realm that Elizabeth’s texts were 

circulated; and if they were destined for wider audiences and readership, the 

Queen’s poems and letters nonetheless self-consciously recall the cultural 

conventions associated with a sphere of feminine literary activity based on the 

private exchange of texts.107  Summit argues that Elizabeth I knowingly fashioned 

herself as a poet, not because the poet occupied a position of male freedom, but 

because poetry and the principles coupled with its transmission permitted a new 

gauge of influence and authority with the seclusion and reservation that humanism 

so harshly mandated of women.108  Elizabeth’s poetry allows the reader to alter the 

constructs of womanly “privacy” and “silence” not as constraints but the use of 

“manipulation.”109  Poetry as secondary to rhetoric offered Elizabeth a means that 

eluded forms of stealth communication that public speech could not provide.  The 

poem “The Doubt of Future Foes” was a reaction to the threats from her cousin 

Mary Queen of Scots a catholic adversary who desired to obtain the throne of 

England; and as the poem predicted, after a lengthy imprisonment in England Mary 

was beheaded for treason on February 8, 1587.  “The Doubt of Future Foes” was 

written around 1570, two years later Mary left Scotland to seek protection from her 

supporters in Britain.  Elizabeth was concerned that Mary would assemble Catholic 

                                                 
106 Summit, 165. 
107 It is unclear which poems of Elizabeth’s were and were not circulated.  There is documentation that the 
Queen did not wish some poems to circulate even within the private realm. 
108 Summit, 176. 
109 Ibid. 
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supporters and pose a threat to the throne; Mary was incarcerated for nineteen years 

before her execution.110   

“The Doubt of Future Foes” constructs a conflict involving external 

appearances and internal implications.  Elizabeth is highly suspicious of her ‘foes’ 

that hide their hostile objectives under a “pleasant façade”, she then decides to 

expose and eliminate them with the sword the author “brandishes” in the closing 

lines of the poem.111  The Queen uses metaphorical writing that illustrates both the 

subject, Mary and her supporters, and herself in a different light than her rhetoric.  

“The poem tells not what the Queen knows, but that she knows – and that she keeps 

what she knows hidden.”112   

 The means of poetry gave Elizabeth an amount of vagueness and 

“deniability” that other media of monarchical public speech prohibited.113  Elizabeth 

upheld a medium of communication that was personal, both friendly and hostile 

that allowed both Queens to maintain positions aligned with humanist expectations 

of femininity as quiet, confidential, and marginal to the political, public realm.114 

 Elizabeth produced poetry in a private setting, exercising feminine modesty 

expected in English Renaissance society.  It was in this exclusive, interior, space of 

her private quarters where she wrote poetry that revealed her fears kept from the 

                                                 
110 Ibid. 
111 Ibid. 
112 Ibid, 178. 
113 Ibid. 
114 Ibid, 190-191. 
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public eye. Similarly, Teerlinc produced miniatures of the Queen in a private setting, 

perhaps in the monarch’s bedchamber or in the garden.  Her miniatures of Elizabeth 

show a vulnerable, private, softer side of the queen, unlike Hilliard’s stark 

representation of the older Virgin Queen.  Thus, we can compare the miniatures 

with Elizabeth’s private poems since they both reveal her vulnerability in her own 

image as a young ruler, and in her defense against her enemies.  This private realm 

also represents the Queen’s desire to be understood, even by her court, as 

demonstrated through Teerlinc’s rigid, regal depiction of her and the demands she 

makes against Mary Queen of Scots in her poem, “Doubt of Future Foes.”  The 

Queen’s own self-doubts combined with the suspicion she had regarding those she 

kept close to her were revealed within Elizabeth’s private realm. 
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“Chapter Four: 
 The Public Realm: 

Manuscript Illuminations of the Queen Elizabeth I by Levinia Teerlinc” 
 

 Unlike the restrictions placed on the private realm, Elizabeth’s public image 

necessitated that she continually illustrate her right to rule through her regal image 

to the public.  Teerlinc’s manuscript illuminations and Elizabeth’s public speeches 

assist in developing the monarch’s public persona.  Teerlinc’s illuminations of the 

Queen center on the coronation, further perpetuating Elizabeth’s right to rule on the 

page.  This female monarch understood the power her father Henry VIII embodied 

at court and the respect that accompanied his position.  Henry VIII’s regal imagery 

illustrated this strength that Elizabeth I mimicked from the beginning of her reign.  

This chapter will investigate the public persona of Queen Elizabeth as visually 

represented through the manuscript illuminations depicting her coronation by 

Teerlinc.  This regal imagery of Elizabeth compared to Nicholas Hilliard’s images of 

the Queen should further reveal the differences between these two artist’s 

understandings of the “mask of youth”.   

 The contemporary descriptions of Elizabeth’s appearance are few.  In 1557, a 

year prior to Elizabeth’s reign, a Venetian ambassador reported that ‘her face is 

comely rather than handsome, but she is tall and well formed, with good skin 

although swarthy’ and ‘she has fine eyes.’115  This account is at first damning, yet 

                                                 
115 Hearn, 77. 
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complementary of the Queen’s features.  Many courtiers and country nobleman 

would commission artists to paint the Queen’s image to be hung with pride.  

Elizabeth did not approve of every depiction of her since many existed and they 

were difficult to control.  In 1563, the Queen’s advisor William Cecil drafted a 

declaration intended to oversee the production of the Queen’s imagery.  It 

prohibited painters, printers, and engravers from illustrating the Queen’s picture 

until ‘some speciall conning payntor might be permitted by access to hir  Ma(jes)ty 

to take ye naturall representation of heir own disposition very willinying [sic].’116  

Teerlinc’s images match and support this standard way of representing the Queen to 

her liking since Elizabeth also kept many of Teerlinc’s images previously given as 

New Year’s gifts for her own private enjoyment.117  Auerbach states, “the style of 

miniatures during the 1560s and early 1570s illustrates an indigenous artistic 

tradition of painting manuscript illuminations.”118  She contends the Elizabethan 

portrait miniature was possibly borrowed or influenced from the English traditional 

style of illuminations from official documents, like the Plea Roll.  When Hilliard 

trained as a limner,119 he must have been subject, according to Auerbach, to this 

                                                 
116 Ibid. 
117 Strong.  Artists of the Tudor Court: the Portrait Miniature Rediscovered, 1520-1620, 55.   
118 Auerbach, 121. 
119 If Hilliard received his training from Levinia Teerlinc, Auerbach’s theory of all English portrait 
miniatures would be overturned as Teerlinc was trained in the Ghent Bruges style of painting from the 
Netherlands, not England. 
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English manuscript tradition in developing his own conception of the portrait 

miniature.120   

 Elizabeth continues the tradition passed down from her father of regal 

portraiture on official documents with the first manuscript attributed to Teerlinc.  

Strong describes the origins of Indenture between Elizabeth I and the Dean and Canons of 

St. George’s Chapel, Windsor (Figure 11).  “The Poor Knights of Windsor were the 

reconstitution of the medieval Alms-Knights as specified in Henry VIII’s will.”121  

Elizabeth accordingly recognized the Knights during the first year of her reign.  

These “knights” were to be “thirteen poor men, decayed in Wars, and such like 

service of the Realm, to be called Thirteen Knights of Windsor.”122  Teerlinc’s 

manuscript depicts borders that contain arabesques interlaced with Tudor symbols, 

and arms with grapes, gillyflowers, and roses.  Elizabeth’s formal portrait is a type, 

as Auerbach demonstrates, that became the standard on official documents.   

According to Strong, Teerlinc’s role as the inventor of this image would seem 

more than rational.123  As with the earlier tradition of manuscript illumination, this 

example utilizes drolleries, centralized text, and a historiated initial letter in the 

upper left corner of the page.  Teerlinc shows Elizabeth surrounded by an enormous 

encircling E enthroned with the ermine robes previously worn at her sister Mary’s 

                                                 
120 Auerbach, 121.  This could be a viable answer to the question of Hilliard’s education of producing 
portrait miniatures.  If documentation is not found to support the theory of Teerlinc being Hilliard’s teacher 
in the art of limning. 
121 Strong, 57. 
122 Strong, Artists of the Tudor Court, 57. 
123 Ibid. 
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coronation.   The Queen appears youthful, with only a suggestion of minute features 

along with a fine line to describe the eyes and mouth.  The oval, teardrop shaped 

face, transparent use of color, and ‘impressionistic’ attention to detail are hallmarks 

of Teerlinc’s style.124   

 Elizabeth’s regal image, cloaked in her coronation robes upon the throne, was 

illustrated on religious texts, such as the Bishop’s Bible of 1569 (Figure 12).  During 

this period, Elizabeth was the principal of the church in England by re-establishing 

the Protestant faith in England.  Engravings and woodcuts were the most influential 

methods of portraiture in the Renaissance.  The artist’s talent for replicating and 

circulating this regal imagery to the masses allowed Elizabeth’s public image to be 

viewed widely among her subjects and overseas.  The Bishop’s Bible, frontispiece 

depicting the Queen supported by the Virtues is an example of this regal imagery 

that circulated among Elizabeth’s subjects.125  King states: “Elizabeth is represented 

as divine Truth, by analogy to the Four Daughters of God derived from Psalm 85:8-

13: Truth, Mercy, Righteousness (or Justice), and Peace.”126  The interpretation of that 

Psalm as “a figure of Christs kingdome, under the which shulde be perfite felicitie 

                                                 
124 This is pretty bold, not sure of her style yet since most of her works are still attributed, but there is a 
continuity in her representation of Elizabeth. 
125 Strong.  Gloriana: Portraits of Queen Elizabeth I, 30-32.  Even though manuscript illuminations are the main 
focus of my thesis, this image could broaden the oeuvre of Teerlinc’s work from not only being a painter but 
also a printmaker.  As emphasized throughout this thesis, the lack of research regarding Teerlinc’s life and 
art contributes to the limited understanding of this artist’s true strength in producing art for the Queen. 
126 John N King.  Tudor Royal Iconography: Literature and Art in an Age of Religious Crisis.  (Princeton, New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1989) 234-236. 
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[sic].”127 Elizabeth secures the right as a godly agent and governor of the Church of 

England.  She maintained the responsibility of intermediary amid God and 

humanity, a position held by kings and emperors in a tradition extending to the 

Carolingian age.  

The title page of the Bishops’ Bible (Figure 12) represents Elizabeth as the 

supporter of the gospels in her coronation robes.  Situated in the center of the page 

beneath the royal coat of arms and above a scriptural book between a heraldic lion 

and dragon, she exemplifies the union of the true religion and the state.  The Queen 

is represented allegorically with figures of Charity on her left and Faith on her right; 

Elizabeth herself epitomizes Hope.  Her location, between these four principal 

virtues carries conventional associations with regal power, illustrating Elizabeth as 

absolute ruler of the Church and her right for divine truth.  Mercy and Justice, carry 

the symbols of divine revelation while they crown the Queen. 

A model for Elizabeth’s image can be found in the Apotheosis of Catherine Parr, 

from Thomas Bentley, The Monument of Matrones (Figure 13) (1582, this woodblock 

print was copied from an earlier version of this theme) provides a model for 

Elizabeth’s Bishops’ Bible and illustrates a connection to the step-mother she adored.  

The four virtues surround Christ, seated centrally on a throne.  The virtues are 

exemplified in female form, located in clockwise order as Justice, Prudence (or 

                                                 
127 King, 234-236. 
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Wisdom), Fortitude, and Temperance instead of Elizabeth’s Imperial Virtue of 

Mercy. 

Elizabeth I was influenced by the depictions of Henry VIII from Chapter one 

(Figure 1) as his decorations are borrowed from a long tradition of Crown plea rolls. 

The initial 'P', surrounds the image of Elizabeth (Figure 14 and 15), and represents 

'placita' or 'plea'.  “The plea rolls documented events of the Court of Kings Bench - 

the highest court of common law in England and Wales until 1875.”128 Cases were 

presented in the Kings Bench where the monarch’s presence was expected, though 

this seldom occurred.  Judges and court officials usually commissioned these 

portraits as they fluctuate in style and artistic skill. Some are customary copies used 

repeatedly, perhaps even drawn by officials of the court. Others were distinctive, 

individual portraits, commissioned from artists, like the representations illustrated 

by Teerlinc of the Queen (Figures 14 and 15). 

Teerlinc continued the “mask of youth” and regal authority of Elizabeth 

when she created Detail of Plea Roll with Portrait of Elizabeth I.  (Figure 14) The 

manuscript illumination shown here illustrates the Ghent-Bruges style of painting.  

Elizabeth I sits on the throne with the same pomp and circumstance as her father, 

Henry VIII.  She is contained within a canopy decorated with green curtains that are 

                                                 
128 National Archives in Kew Gardens, Online exhibition. 
http://www.catalogue.nationalarchives.gov.uk/externalrequest.asp?requestreference=KB 27/1241/2.  The 
scale of this work is small, only three feet tall by one foot wide.   The image of Elizabeth is luminous in 
person, this monarch is positioned in the uppermost part of the banner as it is rectangular with a pointed 
end. 
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pulled back to reveal the Queen’s majesty.  Elizabeth holds a very large sword that 

points to heaven in her right hand and a golden orb in her left.  The Queen is 

dressed in the golden brocaded coronation garments, borrowed from her sister, 

Mary I, (also seen in Figure 11).  The ermine decorating the robes assist in 

separating the inner robe from the outer.  The stoic expression of the Queen’s 

frontal, rounded face is reminiscent of the Indenture (Figure 11).  She sits on the 

throne like a Renaissance prince, as her father, in a very sturdy, masculine posture.  

Her hair pinned atop her head further exposes Elizabeth’s “mask of youth”.  The 

fine details that define her face and flecks of ermine in her robes, along with a 

transparent painting style is reminiscent of the Ghent-Bruges style of illuminated 

painting.  The flecks of black paint decorate the Queen’s robes are comparatively 

seen in the flecks that decorate the red curtain surrounding this monarch.   

The Plea Roll of Elizabeth, by an anonymous artist (Figure 15) is uncanny in its 

similarity to the Plea Roll from 1572. (Figure 14)  The composition is very similar, 

and although the image is in black and white, this manuscript illustrates a 

continuity of style, further suggesting a larger oeuvre that has yet to be discovered 

for Teerlinc.129  These two images demonstrate as style of manuscripts that depict 

the Queen in the manner she desired.  Since the same composition is duplicated, 

                                                 
129 This image was taken from Auerbach’s text, although she does not provide a visual analysis of this piece, 
only that it may illustrate the already existing importance of plea rolls in the native English style.  I am 
introducing a possibility for Teerlinc’s oeuvre starting with this manuscript but more study is necessary by 
museums to collectively create an oeuvre for this artist.  Assigning an oeuvre to Teerlinc is not an 
impossibility, as previous scholars have contested. 
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almost exactly, would imply the importance of such imagery to the monarch.  They 

contain the same “mask of youth”, thin application of paint, fine brushstrokes, and 

heart-shaped faced style of manuscripts that have been attributed to Teerlinc. 

 During the Queen’s early reign, authors of books, their printers, peers, 

courtiers, councilors and prominent citizens created the imagery of Elizabeth 

themselves within certain prescribed limits.  In some cases, they wanted to flatter the 

queen, securing her favor and patronage.130  Teerlinc did not need to procure this 

desire of being favored by the Queen since her position at court was secure, again, 

her closeness to Elizabeth as court painter and gentlewoman would have provided 

her an intimate relationship with this monarch, further eliminating a need to 

continually impress the Queen.  The public manuscripts of the Queen, like a public 

statement, widen its message throughout the kingdom in formal rhetoric.  Its 

audience is widespread thanks to the numerous plea rolls, seals, and large-scale 

images of the Queen in regent.131   

 Elizabeth was not the only controlling factor in determining the style of her 

representation in art.  The leading art historians and artists of the age shaped the 

conventions of European court portraits during the Early Renaissance.  Painters felt 

                                                 
130 Susan Doran and Thomas S. Freeman, The Myth of Elizabeth (New York: New York, Palgrave 
MacMillan, 2003) 192. 
131 Ibid, 29. 
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they must heighten or surpass nature.  Merely creating an exact record of the sitter 

left the artist’s talent untapped.132  Giorgio Vasari commented on portraiture that:  

Now it is a truth, that he who takes portraits should labor, not so  
much with reference to what is demanded by a perfect figure, as  
with the determination to make his (or in our instance hers) works  
resemble those for whom they are intended; but when the portrait  
in addition to being a faithful resemblance, is beautiful also, then  
such works deserve to be called extraordinary, and masters who  
execute them merit the reputation of excellence.133 

 
This acknowledgement of “faithful resemblance” is further illustrated with 

Teerlinc’s designs, particularly her Great Seal of Elizabeth I (Figure 16).  This image 

closely resembles the compositional qualities of Teerlinc’s manuscripts of the 

monarch.  Strong comments that this seal represents Mary I more than it illustrates 

the dignity of Elizabeth I.  True, Elizabeth I used the same regal robes, as her sister, 

but the iconography in this seal depicts the Queen like a Renaissance prince with 

fine clothing, and a strong, solid figure.  This regal image is much stronger than that 

of Nicholas Hilliard’s Great Seal of Elizabeth I (Figure 17).  Since Hilliard was a 

goldsmith, his ability to render detail in this medium is exemplary, but his 

composition is much weaker than the design after Teerlinc.  The figure, seated on a 

shallow throne, and represented in a very rigid manner, appears flat.  In Teerlinc’s 

depiction, like the manuscript illuminations she made of Elizabeth, the Queen’s lap 

                                                 
132 Ibid, 40-41.  Pomeroy briefly concludes the book with the private and public realm of Queen Elizabeth, 
her writing and portraiture qualify her personality.  I contend that Teerlinc’s public and private images of 
the Queen, along with the monarch’s writing form a separate, yet unified identity for the Queen.  The author 
does not discuss the vulnerability of her private images and how they affect her public persona.  The author 
merely discusses the personality of the monarch in the later reign of the monarch. 
133 Giorgio Vasari.  Lives of the Most Eminent Painters.  (London, England: 1891) 94-95. 
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is large as Elizabeth sits assuredly on the throne with an awning above her and 

drapes that separate to reveal her complete image. 

 The excellence of Teerlinc’s representation of the Queen is best exemplified 

through the Coronation Miniature.  (Figure 18)  Modern scholarship on this miniature 

is wide-ranging from Auerbach’s view that it was painted by Hilliard in the 1570’s to 

Strong’s opinion that it was painted by Hilliard no earlier than 1594.134  This 

miniature is unlike any work produced by Hilliard, thus, it is highly unlikely that he 

created such an accomplished piece in his early career.  This miniature is devoid of 

any shadows in defining Elizabeth’s face, consistent with the Ghent-Bruges school of 

manuscript illumination.135  Like the previously mentioned manuscripts of the 

Queen (Figures 11 through 16) Teerlinc depicts Elizabeth with her characteristic 

teardrop shaped face.136   

Further supporting her argument, James suggests with further investigation, 

this coronation portrait of Elizabeth I could be the first created of this monarch.  The 

real diamond set amongst the paste jewels of the orb exhibit the mastery of the artist 

who created this miniature.  These qualities flattered and intrigued the Queen.  

Elizabeth may have proclaimed this image as representing the Queen’s preferred 

                                                 
134 James, 117. 
135 Even though this is a miniature, it does not display the same intimacy as the portrait miniatures in 
Chapter two.  Here, the Queen is wearing her coronation robes, represented as the monarch. 
136 Hilliard’s manuscripts of Elizabeth do not illustrate this characteristic tear-dropped shape and further 
suggests an oeuvre for Teerlinc.  I decided to compare the works of Hilliard and Oliver in this thesis as they 
were the only artists during this period that worked with manuscripts and portrait miniatures.  Even 
though they succeed Teerlinc as Tudor court painters, I’m comparing their works to show how Teerlinc 
surpassed their artistic abilities as previous scholarship has heavily degraded Teerlinc’s mark on regal 
imagery in the history of English portraiture. 
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mask of royalty that she commissioned in a later panel portrait (Figure 19).  This 

panel, currently held at the National Portrait Gallery in London is a full-scale 

coronation portrait of the Queen and is remarkable in its likeness, style, and 

technique to that of Teerlinc’s earlier miniatures.  The museum now labels this 

painting as created by an anonymous artist. 

 Hilliard’s images of Queen Elizabeth enthroned do not utilize the same 

coronation robes as Teerlinc depicted, but show the monarch in her everyday regal 

attire.137  (Figure 20) Hilliard illustrates the Queen seated on a large throne and 

holding the royal vestments on her hips instead extending Elizabeth’s hands to meet 

her knees, further illustrating the monarch in a stronger, self-assured manner, as 

most royal iconography illustrated.  He depicts Elizabeth dressed in her favorite 

colors of black and white and surrounded by drolleries. The slight turn of the head 

and immensity of the rigid, cone-like skirt along with the minute, details that 

Hilliard utilizes in this work demonstrate his unique style and compositional 

qualities.  The full-frontal pose and “mask of youth” could be taken from Teerlinc’s 

earlier models of manuscripts depicting Elizabeth in her coronation robes. 

 The last image of the Queen (Figure 21) illustrates her in a more intimate 

relation to the viewer.  She is not shown at a distance, as one would view in a larger 

painting, but pushed close to the foreground in a more regally acceptable manner 

                                                 
137 At times, he depicts Elizabeth in her red, velvet gown she usually wore to give speeches to Parliament. 
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holding the orb and scepter on her lap as she turns her head to the viewer.  This 

portrait illustrates a change in Elizabeth’s representative image of royalty toward the 

end of her reign.  This image illustrates the brilliance of the Baroque era when 

Hilliard excelled with an abundance of detail and bravado in his images of the 

Queen.  Although it is unknown if Hilliard apprenticed under Teerlinc, however, 

her influence on his composition and style is immanent in his portrait miniatures 

and manuscript illuminations of the Queen.  Teerlinc presented the eternal beauty of 

Elizabeth by continuing to illustrate this “mask of youth” while repeatedly depicting 

the monarch with regality in the manner the Queen wished.  This regal imagery of 

the Queen would translate into Elizabeth’s own self-reflection to defend her right to 

rule through her public speeches. 
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“Chapter Five: 
The Public Realm:  

The Queen’s Speeches and the Gendered ‘Body Politic’” 
 

Like Teerlinc’s public manuscript illuminations of the Queen in her 

coronation robes, Elizabeth contributed in defining her public image through her 

rhetoric from the beginning of her reign.  The power the Queen attempted to convey 

to her people was quickly threatened as her reign commenced with uncertainty 

because of her sex and single status.  She received pressure from Parliament to 

marry and produce an heir that would provide her a secure throne.  Her options 

were to make an alliance with either France or Spain for the welfare of her people.  

Elizabeth defied the demands placed on her by Parliament through her 

public speeches.  The Queen’s power was verbally linked with a mystical fiction as 

England witnessed Elizabeth’s creation of “The King’s Two Bodies”, when the 

Queen stated at her accession speech, “I am but one body, naturally considered”, 

“though by God’s permission a Body Politic to govern.”138  When she ascended the 

throne in 1558, according to crown lawyers, her very being was profoundly altered, 

in her mortal “Body natural” was incarnated the immortal and infallible “Body 

Politic.”  Her body of flesh would age and die, but the Body Politic as Plowden 

wrote, “is not subject to Passions as the other is, nor to Death, for as to this Body the 

                                                 
138 Carole Levine and Patricia A.  Sullivan. Political Rhetoric, Power, and Renaissance Women.  (Albany, New 
York: State University of New York Press, 1995) 88.  Amy Boesky and Mary Thomas Crane.  Form and Reform 
in Renaissance England: Essays in Honor of Barbara Kiefer Lewalski.  (Newark, New Jersey: University of 
Delaware Press, 2000) 227. 
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King never dies.”139  This chapter will investigate the self-reflective, public persona 

of Queen Elizabeth I through her public speeches that exemplify the initiation of the 

engendered “The Body Politic.” 

During the Renaissance, gender was thought to be inborn. Jordan states that 

gender was given through culturally accepted forms of behavior, but in some 

instances could also be variable.  Thus, a person of one sex could display the 

behavior and attitudes distinguishing both genders, meaning a female could exhibit 

masculine behavior and vice versa.  Elizabeth, as virile woman reaffirmed 

patriarchical values, her masculine rational nature, bravery, and physical strength 

exemplified her superiority, conversely, her weaknesses were considered effeminate.  

By representing woman embodied with virtues specifically associated with 

femininity, like compassion, fortitude, and restraint, contemporary feminists argued 

not only for the valuable qualities of woman, but also for the “feminization of society 

as a whole.”140  These feminine attributes are clearly seen in the Bishops’ Bible (Figure 

12) where Elizabeth is displayed as the Bride of England, who embodies the 

“heavenly sanction” of being hand picked by God to be England’s sovereign as well 

as symbolizing the masculine side found in her rhetoric.141 Based on this 

representation, we could argue that Elizabeth’s self-image embodied masculine 

                                                 
139 Levine and Sullivan, 88. 
140 Constance Jordan.  Renaissance Feminism: Literary Texts and Political Models. (Ithaca, 1990) 137. 
141 King, 234-236. 
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attributes along with the feminine capacity to govern her people with love and 

reason. 

Elizabeth intended to shape her public life through her rhetoric, the neglect of 

the monarch’s speeches provides a central source of information about the Queen’s 

public persona.  Elizabeth was self-conscious about her public image, and went to 

extraordinary lengths to present herself as just and honorable.  This has little effect 

on the popular perception of her character.  Heisch contends: “Elizabeth was as 

careful of her cameral address as she was other truly public speeches, and an 

assessment of those considerations to be ‘lost’ indicates that they were either brief 

and spontaneous, and therefore unrecorded or they were intended for an immediate 

audience and were deliberately unrecorded.”142   

During her life, Elizabeth spent time between official and private writing.  

The Queen inflated her writing style with metaphorical language in stark contrast to 

her formal correspondence and speeches.  Yet Elizabeth took considerable care on 

her wording, and she “repeatedly changed her drafts for stylistic rather than 

substantive effects.”143   

In 1559, soon after Elizabeth took power, Parliament began to worry about 

her throne and if she would marry per their demands.  The House of Commons sent 

a delegation to the Queen, urging her to marry early in her reign.  Their arguments 

                                                 
142 Cerasano and Wynne-Davies, 65-66.    
143 Ibid, 75. 
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were straightforward: a husband and children would comfort and help her; heirs to 

the throne would strengthen the realm.  Finally, they told her to remain a virgin 

voluntarily was a sin.  Queen Elizabeth was not pleased.  She replied to the 

delegation’s arguments directly on February 6, 1559, four days later she sent her 

reply to Parliament where John Mason read it aloud.  As a result, two 1559 speeches 

exist on the same subject.  Ultimately, five Parliamentary speeches would occur in 

attempting to solve the issue of her marriage.144  Because of these speeches to 

Parliament, a new image of the Queen emerges as shrewd, rather than vain, and 

more practical, rather than imperious, and more thoughtful than a fiery 

representation.  Above all, she will be a superb user of language.145   

The combination of both masculine and feminine qualities as defined by 

Mueller as virtual gender, and was a primary component of the rhetoric of 

Elizabeth’s public self-representations – chiefly in her speeches to Parliament.146  

Elizabeth’s early Parliamentary speeches argue that God placed her upon the throne, 

as such; he will defend her place as rightful ruler of England.  Elizabeth’s speeches to 

the Parliaments of 1559, 1563, and 1566 illustrate her primary regard to God’s service 

rather than to human expectations, as before when she was ‘a private woman’ so 

now she is a ‘Prince.’  Parliament’s constant concern over the Queen’s marriage and 

                                                 
144 Ibid, 72. 
145 Ibid, 75. 
146 Mary Ann O’Farrell and Lynne Vallone. Virtual Gender: Fantasies of Subjectivity and Embodiment.  (Ann 
Arbor, Michigan: The University of Michigan Press, 1999) 38-39. 
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succession lead to their attack of her ‘body politic’ in which she responded with her 

speech of 1566:   

From my yeares of understanding syth I first had consideracion of  
myself to be borne a servitor of almightie god, I haelie chose this  
kynde of life, in which I yet lyve.  Which I assure you for myne owne  
parte, hath higherto best contented my self and I truste hath bene  
moost acceptable to god…With which trade of life I am so thoroughlie 
acquainted, that I truste, God who hath hitherto therin preserved and  
led me by the hand, will not nowe of his goodness to an other kind of  
life…It might please almightie god to contynew me still in this mynde,  
to lyve out of the state of marriage.147 

 
This excerpt from a speech Elizabeth given to parliament not only reassures 

her rule as the chosen Queen but also her masculine self-fashioning, referring to 

herself with ‘courage’ and occupying the same position as her father.  As a prince, 

she cannot and will not be swayed or forced into Parliament’s demands.  She then 

reaffirms her masculine qualities bestowed upon her by God.   

 Although Elizabeth desired to be addressed as the Virgin Queen, Parliament 

endeavored to threaten her regal authority by imposing marriage and motherhood 

on Elizabeth.  She retorted with the following, providing self-reflections of gender 

specificity in 1566: 

Thouwghe I be a woman, yet I have as good a courage answerable  
to my place as evere my father hadde.  I am your anointed Queene.  
I wyll never by by violence contreyned to doo any thynge.  I thanke  
God I am in deede indued with such qualitytes, that yf I were turned  
owte of the Realme in my pettycote, I were hable to lyve in any alce  
of Chrystendom.148   

                                                 
147 Amy Boesky and Mary Thomas Crane.  Form and Reform in Renaissance England: Essays in Honor of Barbara 
Kiefer Lewalski.  (Newark, New Jersey: University of Delaware Press, 2000) 224.  An extended version of the 
Queen’s speeches to Parliament concerning her marriage are cited in full under Appendix Two of this thesis. 
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Elizabeth refers to her sex when she states, “I am your anointed Queen”.  She 

is also confident in asserting this authority with her feminine gender: “Though I be a 

woman, yet I have as good a courage answerable to my place a ever my father had.”  

She anxiously attempts, incessantly, to define her courage and assert her right to 

rule.  Repeatedly she defends her right to rule as a female monarch while not 

succumbing to Parliaments desires for her marriage.  The Queen confidently utilized 

both genders in the ‘body politic’ to assert her authority over those who questioned 

her rule.   

Elizabeth portrays herself in her speeches as a stoic monarch in the same way 

that Teerlinc represents her in the public manuscript illuminations as full of power, 

might, determination, and fortitude and as one who fully comprehends her elevated 

place in society.  The Queen is in complete control over her realm.  Elizabeth is fully 

aware that her public persona must not merge with the insecurities she encountered 

with her foes in the private realm.  The continued demands by parliament for her to 

marry and the defensiveness of her speeches allude to an underlying insecurity that 

Teerlinc also depicts in the manuscripts of the Queen.  The wide-open, almost doe-

like eyes and fine delineation that define the face of Elizabeth further allude to the 

Queen’s youthful and impressionable qualities.   

 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
148 Cambridge University Library, taken from Amy Boesky and Mary Thomas Crane, 227. 
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“Conclusion:   
The Unified Regal Identity of Queen Elizabeth I:   

Combining the Private and Public Realms” 
 

The introduction of the portrait miniature and the continued production of 

manuscript illuminations in England by foreign artists Susanna, Gerard, and Lucas 

Horenbout for Henry VIII allowed the influential Ghent Bruges style of painting to 

dominate the artistic production at the Tudor court.  The strength of this style 

continued from Lucas who introduced the portrait miniature to Henry VIII 

stemming from an earlier manuscript illumination tradition to Teerlinc’s 

introduction upon their deaths.  Although much still needs to be discovered about 

Teerlinc’s introduction to the Tudor court, one aspect is certain, that she made a 

lasting impression, Elizabeth I who wished to be illuminated with the “mask of 

youth.”   

History brought these two highly influential women together to create a regal 

identity for Elizabeth.  Both of these powerful women, one influential through her 

solitary sovereignty, the other through an intuitive artistic style, had a keen 

understanding of the role that representation through regal identity could play.  No 

other time in history has such a correlation existed between a female monarch and a 

chief female court artist to create such regal iconography. 

Whether in the public or private sphere, the portrait affirmed Elizabeth’s 
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presence and her central role as the true sovereign of England while also exposing 

her insecurities that are present in Teerlinc’s depictions during the Queen’s early 

reign.  Although Elizabeth is represented privately through the portrait miniature, 

and privately through her poetry, the distribution of her poems via the court are like 

that of the miniatures that were circulated amongst her favorites.  Her private poems 

reveal a personal insecurity along with a forthright in understanding her personal 

power as a Queen against her enemies.  The private miniature was kept private, like 

the insecurity the Queen kept from the public.  Conversely, the public manuscripts 

of Teerlinc depicted Elizabeth with both masculine and feminine traits of the ‘body 

politic.’   

The dichotomy between the private and public realms is united through the 

Queen’s attempt to defend her regality by evading her enemies, but at the same 

time, illustrating her insecurities through her regal image.  In both the portrait 

miniatures and manuscript illuminations, a unified regal identity of the Queen is 

represented in the stately, rigid pose of a stoic monarch in combination with the soft, 

impressionable, naïve qualities of the young Queen Elizabeth I.   
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Appendix One:  
Private Poems of Queen Elizabeth I 

 
“The Double of Future Foes” 

By Queen Elizabeth I 
c. 1568 

 
The doubt of future foes exiles my present joy, 

And wit me warns to shun such snares as threaten mine 
annoy; 

For falsehood now doth flow, and subjects’ faith doth  
ebb, 

Which should not be if reason rules or wisdom weaved 
the web. 

But clouds of joys untried to cloak aspiring minds,                   
Which turn to rain of late repent by changed course of 

winds. 
The top of hoe soused the root upreared shall be, 

And fruitless all their grafted guile, as shortly ye shall 
see. 

The dazzled eyes with pride, which great ambition  
blinds, 

Shall be unsealed by worthy wights whose foresight 
falsehood finds. 

The daughter of debate that discord aya doth sow 
Shall reap no gain where former rule still peace hath 

taught to know. 
No foreign banished wight shall anchor in this port; 

Our realm brooks not seditious sects, let them elsewhere 
resort. 

My rusty sword through rest shall first his edge employ 
To poll their tops that seek such change or gape for 

future joy. 
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Poems 5a, 5b 

 
by Elizabeth I 

c. 1560 
 

5a 
 

Genus infoelix vitae 
Multum vigilavi, laboravi, presto multis fui, 
Stultitiam multorum perpessa sum, 
Arrogantiam pertuli, Difficultates exorbui, 
Vixi ad aliorum arbitrium, non ad meum. 
 

5b 
 

A hapless kind of life is this I wear, 
Much watch I dure, and weary, toiling days, 
I serve the rout, and all their follies bear, 
I suffer pride, and sup full hard essays, 
To others’ will my life as all addressed, 
And no way so as might content me best. 
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Appendix Two:  
Public Rhetoric of Queen Elizabeth I 

 
Speech 4. April 10, 1563 

 
 Since there can be no duer debt than princes’ work, to keep that unspotted for 
my part, I was one that would be loath that the self thing that keeps the merchant’s 
credit from craze should be the cause that princes’ speech should merit blame and so 
their honor quail.  An answer therefore I will make and this it is: the two petitions 
that you presented me in many words expressed contained these two things in sum 
as of your cares the greatest: my marriage and my successor, of which two the last I 
think is best be touched and of the other a silent though may serve, for I had thought 
it had been so desired as none other tree’s blossoms should have been minded ere 
hope of my fruit had been denied you.  And by the way, if any here doubt that I am, 
as it were by vow or determination, bent never to trade that life, put out that heresy; 
your belief is awry, for, as I think it best for a private woman, so do I strive with 
myself to think it not meet for a prince; and if I can bend my will to your need I will 
not resist such a mind. 
 But to the last, think not that you had needed this desire If I had seen a time 
so fit and it so ripe to be denounced.  The greatness of the cause therefore and need 
of your returns doth make me say that which I think the wise may easily guess, that 
as a short time for so long a continuance ought not pass by rote, as many telleth 
tales, even so, as cause by conference with the learned shall shew me matter worthy 
utterance for your behoofs, so shall I more gladly pursue your good after my days 
than with prayers be a mean to linger my living thread.  And this much more than I 
had thought will I add for your comfort: I have good record in this place that other 
means than you mentioned have been thought of, perchance for your good as much 
and for my surety no less, which if presently could conveniently have been executed, 
had not been deferred.  But I hope I shall die in quiet with nuncdimittis, which cannot 
be without I see some glimpse of your following surety after my graved bones. 
 
 (The Queen called this session of her second Parliament on the afternoon of 
April 10 after Speaker Williams had address her, again, on the subject of the 
succession and her marriage.  The Lord Keeper, Sir Nicholas Bacon, replied on 
Elizabeth’s behalf, thanking the Commons for its grant of a subsidy.  He then read 
her final words regarding marriage and the succession as set forth above from her 
much-corrected draft.  This text provides the readings she let stand in the 
manuscript.)  Taken from May, Steven W.  Queen Elizabeth I: Selected Works.  (New 
York, New York: Washington Square Press, 2004) 42-44. 
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